[The interconnection between cytokines and the factors of bactericidal action of neutrophiles in patients operated on under the conditions of cardiopulmonary bypass].
The use of cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is associated with the development of a system inflammatory response. The subjects of the study were 48 patients with coronary heart disease (CHD), operated on under the condition of CPB. The following parameters were measured: the content of cation proteins and active oxygen forms in neutrophiles, the digesting capacity of these cells, and the serum levels of interleukins (IL)-1beta, 1ra, -4, -6, -8, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha). The measurements were made before performing coronary bypass surgery, and also 6 and 24 hours after surgery. The results showed that the levels of cytokines and the bactericidal activity of neutrophiles were elevated in CHD patients before surgery. The changes after surgery included an increased macrophageal digesting capacity with switching to oxygen-independent mechanisms, as well as increased levels of TNF-alpha, IL-1ra, and IL-1ra:IL-1beta. The changes were more prominent 6 hours after surgery. Oxygen-dependent killing was controlled mostly by IL-6 during the pre-operative period, and by this plus TNF-alpha 24 hours after surgery. The content of cation proteins in neutrophiles before surgery correlated with the concentrations of TNF-alpha and IL-8. These interconnections weakened 6 hours after surgery and became stronger 24 hours after it.